
The pulp melts away and the 
beans are left in the sun to dry.

Did you know chocolate comes from a tree? 
Cocoa beans grow on cocoa trees. Most of the 
world’s cocoa trees are in a narrow strip on 
either side of the Equator because they love 
a tropical (hot and humid) climate. The trees 
give big, dark pods – about as long 
as your school ruler. Inside a 
pod there are 20 to 60 seeds or 
beans. The seeds are clumped 
together in the pod and 
look like a white mealie.

 THE PODS 

Check out how far your 
chocolate treat has to 
travel from the tree to 

your taste buds!

From tree to treat

WHERE 

MOST OF THE 

WORLD’S 

COCOA IS 

GROWNHow  
chocolate  
is made

1
Ripe cocoa pods 
are cut down from 
the tree with a knife. 

The pods are cut 
open and the beans 
and pulp taken out.

Beans and pulp 
are put in piles 
to ferment (go 
rotten, but in a 
good way!). 
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Learn more about this 
delicious treat.choc
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ANSWER: ChocoLATE 



During the conching the 
fun starts because now the 
chocolate maker can decide 
which chocolate to make.

 DID YOU KNOW?  

 ‘CHOCOLATIER’ IS  

 THE FRENCH WORD FOR  

 A CHOCOLATE MAKER. 

 What kind  
 of sweet  

 treat is never  
 on time? 

 THE BEANS 
 THE 
BUTTER

 THE CHOCOLATE
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4

The dried beans are 
cleaned and roasted in 
large ovens to bring out 
more of their flavour. 

The shells are 
removed, leaving 
the crushed 
pieces of cocoa 
beans, called ‘nibs’.
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7 The nibs are ground with 
stone rollers into a thick paste, 
called ‘cocoa liquor’ (it isn’t 
alcoholic!). It now contains 
cocoa solids (the chocolatey 
part) and cocoa butter (the 
natural fat in the bean).

Traditionally, the cocoa 
mass is then transferred to 
a separate machine, called 
a conch, where it is further 
refined. Many modern 
chocolate makers combine 
the grinding and conching 
in a large metal cylinder 
with two granite wheels 
that grind the chocolate 
into tiny particles.
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MILK CHOCOLATE 
(light brown)  

Mix sugar, cocoa 
butter, cocoa 
powder, milk 
powder and 

vanilla.

WHITE 
CHOCOLATE

 Same as milk 
chocolate but 
without the 

cocoa powder.

Make easy treats by dipping foods in chocolate. Ask an adult 
to help you melt chocolate. You can dip fruit like strawberries, 
apples and bananas, marshmallows or Marie biscuits in the 
melted chocolate. Experiment with different foods – you just 
might create the next chocolate taste sensation!

Yummy!

 MAZE RACE 
Who will get to the chocolate cupcake? 
The snail or the ant?
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DARK 
CHOCOLATE 
(it’s bitter)  

Mix sugar, cocoa 
butter and cocoa 

powder.

IS CHOCOLATE REALLY 
BAD FOR YOU?
Not necessarily. But that doesn’t mean you can 
eat as much as you like. Dark chocolate (the 
bitter type) is chock-a-block full of cocoa. Cocoa 
contains antioxidants – good stuff that helps 
keep your heart healthy. But dark chocolate 
still has a lot of fat, so don’t overdo it!

 MARSHMALLOW 

 STRAWBERRY 
  BANANA 

ANSWER: ChocoLATE 
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